“SMART” METERS?

“PG&E says the radiation from my cell phone is
stronger than a smart meter”

WRONG. Peak power of the spiked radiation pulses
from a smart meter can be stronger. It’s your own
personal cell tower—all night, all day, every day.


“Why haven’t I heard more about smart meters in
the media? It must not be that important.”

WRONG. Media blackout is no indication of
anything but the power and money of PG&E and the
wireless industry. Who do YOU think should
determine what goes on your home?


“PG&E says smart meters are green—they save
energy and will stop global warming.”

WRONG. Energy savings happen only when
customers use less. You don’t need a radiationemitting and privacy-intruding smart meter to save
energy. It’s PG&E’s green-wash money-grab.


“PG&E says smart meters emit RF radiation only 45
seconds a day. That’s not very much…”

WRONG. What they don’t tell you is that means
22,000+ spiked pulses of RF radiation, going off all
day and all night—and you cannot turn it off. This is
enforced exposure to a World Health Organization
Class 2B carcinogen—RF microwave radiation.


“It’s not true that smart meters make people sick—
otherwise it’d be in the news.”

WRONG. All over California and the US, smart
meters have made people ill—headaches, ringing in
ears, sleep disturbances, heart problems, nausea,
anxiety. RF causes DNA breaks and blood-brain
barrier breeches. Thousands have submitted
complaints to authorities. How many more?

“I hear we need to update the electric grid. PG&E
says smart meters are part of the smart grid.”

WRONG. Wireless smart meters are not a necessary
part of grid upgrade. Our grid does need much
work—but wireless meters make the whole grid
MUCH more vulnerable to cyber-attack.


“They tell me smart meters are safe. They wouldn’t
be putting them on houses otherwise—right?”

WRONG. There are many accounts of fires and
appliance damage resulting from smart meters.
Smart meters lack the most basic safety
certification from Underwriters Laboratories (UL).


“PG&E wouldn’t lie—or do something unsafe,
unhealthy, or intrusive, would they?”

WRONG. PG&E’s record of disregard for the human
consequences of its actions goes back decades.
These are untested devices. You are their guinea pig.
They are a monopoly utility, and by now we know
what monopolies do: ABUSE POWER.

But this time we say NO.


“They won’t let my private data from the smart
meter get into the wrong hands, will they?”

WRONG. Utilities & the industry have been talking
from the beginning about the massive goldmine of
data they are going to collect from smart meters.
Are you and your family for sale?


“PG&E says I can control all the appliances in my
house online, and save money.”

WRONG. Unless you replace every appliance with
new, radiation-emitting versions that “talk” to your
smart meter—a very expensive way to “save money.”


What can you do?

Call the PG&E Opt-Out List:
1-877-743-7378
Then find out more:
StopSmartMeters.org
EMFSafetyNetwork.org
SageReports.com
SmartMeterDangers.org
YouTube.com/user/ThisIrradiatedLife

